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ABSTRACT
Europa’s icy surface is constantly bombarded by ions trapped in the Jovian magnetosphere which sputter the
surface, populating a water product exosphere. Here we simulate Europa’s exosphere using a ballistic 3D Monte Carlo routine and find that the O2 component, while global, is not homogeneous in Europa local
time. The O2 exosphere, formed and ejected primarily by Jovian magnetospheric ions at a rate of ∼ 5 kg/s
with an orbit-averaged column density of hNiO2 ∼ 1014 O2 cm−2 , preferentially accumulates towards Europa’s
dusk. The inhomogeneities persist and evolve throughout the satellite’s orbit, implying a diurnal cycle of the
exosphere, recently observed during a Hubble Space Telescope (HST) oxygen aurorae campaign (Roth et al.
2015). We conclude that the consistently observed 50% increase in far ultraviolet (FUV) auroral emission from
dusk to dawn is principally driven by Europa’s rotation. Including the effect of rotation on the collisionless
O2 exosphere results in a near-surface O2 atmospheric bulge, whose radial column density peaks at orbital
positions near Europa’s sunlit leading hemisphere. This exospheric oxygen cycle, is primarily due to the ram
direction of the incident plasma changing with respect to the subsolar and subjovian points over an orbital
period. When comparing HST observations to simulations with minimal assumptions, we find the tightly
coupled O2 exosphere is likely influenced by Europa’s non-uniform surface. Lastly, the extended nature of the
observed aurorae is indicative of ongoing plasma-driven expansion of the near-surface O2 . Remarkably, the
behavior of the near-surface O2 exosphere, as suggested by the observations of the FUV oxygen aurorae, acts
as a tracer for the physical processes occurring in Europa’s icy regolith as well as its interaction with ions or
other exospheric species.
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1. INTRODUCTION

6

7

Europa’s molecular oxygen exosphere is of keen interest as it has been suggested to be a possible source of ∼ 0.1- 100 kg/s of

8

O2 (Hand et al. 2007; Greenberg 2010) to Europa’s putative saltwater ocean, thought to have a chemistry analogous to Earth’s

9

oceans (Vance et al. 2016). This range of oceanic source rates can in principle be connected to the production and dynamics of

10

the oxygen exosphere, which we seek to understand in this work. The presence of such a molecular oxygen exosphere has long

11

been predicted based on laboratory experiments (Brown et al. 1982; Johnson et al. 1982) since the Voyager spacecraft confirmed

12

the presence of energetic ions trapped in the Jovian magnetosphere, with the dominant sulfur and oxygen ions sourced from

13

Io’s extreme volcanism (Peale et al. 1979). These energetic ions both electronically excite and impart significant momentum

14

to the water molecules in Europa’s surface triggering dissociation and chemistry (Johnson et al. 2013). The energy released

15

by these processes leads to ejection (sputtering) of water products: primarily H2 O, H, OH, H2 , O2 , and O. The first indirect

16

observational evidence of the oxygen component of Europa’s water exosphere was provided by Hubble Space Telescope (HST)

17

spectral observations of far-ultraviolet (FUV) airglow radiation, hereafter aurorae, of excited atomic oxygen (O I) lines: λ = 1356

18

Å and λ = 1304 Å, (Hall et al. 1995; Hall et al. 1998) during the Galileo spacecraft epoch. The FUV auroral intensity ratio,

19

i=

I1356
I1304

∼ 2, suggested the presence of O2 in accordance with the expected emission ratios due to e− impact dissociation of O2 .

20

The former HST observations and O2 presence have been debated (e.g. Shemansky et al. 2014), however recent observations

21

performed with the upgraded Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) with a spatial resolution between 71-95 km have

22

since resolved the debate, Roth et al. 2015 hereafter R15, in that the ratio is variable due to a two-component oxygen O2 & O

23

exosphere:

24

(1) Near-surface O2 exosphere with a scale height, HO2 ∼ 102 km, and an orbit-averaged auroral intensity ratio

25

decreasing by ∆i ∼ 0.2 near the sunlit trailing hemisphere at phase angles near 270◦ where photo-excitation may be more efficient,

26

increasing the intensity at 1304 Å.

27

(2) Upper exosphere, or extended corona, beyond ∼ 1.25rEu (altitude, z & 390km) with a more variable ratio of i ∼ 0.5 − 1.0.

28

The plasma behavior is governed by Jupiter’s magnetosphere, which has been shown since the Voyager era to have local time

29

plasma asymmetries. At Io’s orbit ∼ 5.9 Jovian radii, RJ , Barbosa & Kivelson (1983) deduced a dawn-to-dusk electric field,

30

pushing charged particles and electrons in the Io-plasma torus towards dawn by 0.25RJ . This explained the local time-variability

31

in extreme ultraviolet (EUV) intensity observed by Voyager. While the plasma is highly variable at Europa’s orbit ∼ 9.4RJ ,
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32

this variability is independent of local time as it is mostly influenced by stochastic processes such as Io’s volcanism. Moreover,

33

various plasma models at Europa have indicated the O2 production rate (and in turn the auroral emission) can vary by an order

34

of magnitude based on the atmospheric source. While most numerical and laboratory analyses of the O2 source have included

35

the energetic ion component discussed above (Shi et al. 1995; Ip et al. 1998; Cooper et al. 2001; Plainaki et al. 2012; Cassidy

36

et al. 2013; Milillo et al. 2016) it was shown that the plasma could influence the neutrals via locally produced O+2 pick-up ions

37

which impact the surface enhancing the sputtering and the O2 production rate. MHD simulations by Ip (1996) ; Ip et al. (1998)

38

suggested that pick-up O+2 ions could increase the O2 production rate by a factor of 10, which was in disagreement with Saur

39

et al. (1998) who found thermal ions to dominate production as did Eviatar et al. (1985) and Cassidy et al. (2013). Agreement

40

on the O2 production rate has not been reached, likely due to the fact that the Io-Europa plasma torus is highly variable. The

41

incident ion flux and its exospheric interaction, as recently modeled by Lipatov et al. (2010) and Rubin et al. (2015), has not been

42

well constrained to date. In addition, charge-exchange reactions were shown to affect the neutral escape rate of O2 (Dols et al.

43

2016; Lucchetti et al. 2016). With a re-analysis of Voyager, Galileo, and Cassini data Bagenal et al. (2015) one can expect the O2

44

production to fluctuate by an order of magnitude.

45

We focus here on the near-surface molecular oxygen component to better understand the origin of the non-uniform neutral

46

exosphere. We employ a ballistic, 3-D Monte Carlo Exosphere Global Model (§2 EGM). EGM simulates Europa’s neutral

47

exosphere as it orbits Jupiter in Europa’s rotating frame (Ephi0). The neutral O2 exosphere is governed by various physical

48

processes illustrated in Fig. 1, driven principally by three external influences :

49

• §2.1 Sputtering: The bulk O2 production is strongly dependent on the surface temperature and occurs on Europa’s trailing

50

hemisphere against the incident plasma with flow direction denoted as x̂ in the rotational frame. Here we will assume

51

that it is the primary source for all of the water products ejected into Europa’s exosphere. The sink for the sputtered O2 is

52

primarily due to electron impact dissociation by Jupiter’s magnetospheric plasma.

53

• §2.2 Surface Temperature: Because the O2 molecules are coupled to the surface temperature, the thermal gradients across

54

Europa’s surface ice control the migration of the surface-bounded O2 . The spatial variation in the surface temperature of

55

the ice is calculated by solving the 1-D conduction equation for Europa’s regolith. Our thermal map is then presented in

56

latitude versus west longitude, changing of course based on the sub-observer orbital longitude φobs .

57

• §3.2 Rotation: Europa’s 85-hour orbit requires a treatment of the inertial forces acting on the exosphere. Thus, our simu-

58

lations are carried out in Europa’s rotating reference frame where the Coriolis and centripetal forces act on the exospheric

59

molecules under a spherically symmetric gravitational potential dictated by both Europa and Jupiter’s gravitational fields.
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60

We show that the near-surface O2 component of the exosphere, governs the observed FUV oxygen aurorae dusk-over-dawn

61

asymmetry. The neutral dynamics which drive this asymmetry are described in section 3.1 and can be thought of as an orbital

62

evolution of the O2 exosphere driven by Europa’s rotation (§3.2). We compare this orbital evolution of the simulated neutral

63

component with the observed auroral components in section 4. Lastly, we comment on the possible expansion of the coronal

64

component of the exosphere due to a combination of physical processes in section 4.4 .

Figure 1. Top-down geometry of the simulation domain and associated physical processes at a sub-observer longitude of φobs = 90 deg,

corresponding to the sunlit leading hemisphere. The O2 ejection flux due to sputtering, highlighted by the red vector Φ0 , dominates ejection at
the sub-plasma point against the ram direction of the plasma, following Equation 1. The ejected O2 is assumed to be thermalized to the local
surface temperature and is subject to dissociation and ionization. Adsorption ,or sticking, is indicated in violet.

65

2. EUROPA EXOSPHERE GLOBAL MODEL

66

Europa’s exosphere is simulated here by tracking representative particles in a rotating, non-inertial reference frame, in spher-

67

ical coordinates (r, θ, φ), centered on Europa and extending up to ∼ 15REu . We employ a parallelized Monte Carlo routine

68

which is the core of the Exosphere Global Model (EGM). The numerical routines are similar to those described in detail in Turc

69

et al. (2014). We eject ∼ 107 test particles from Europa’s surface following known energy and angle distributions, f (E, θ) as

70

described later (§2.1). These test particles are on ballistic (collisionless) trajectories, and can escape, stick, and be re-emitted

71

from the surface depending on their properties as indicated in Fig. 1. The fate of ions is not considered although we discuss

72

their influence on escape in section 4.4. In the case of O2 , we track its interaction with the surface and account for electron
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73

and photon induced dissociation as well as ionization. Following dissociation, we also track the O formed. This procedure is

74

carried out for approximately 5-6 orbits until a steady state exosphere of O2 and O is achieved. Exospheric thermodynamic

75

quantities are then computed based on the statistical weights of each test particle: Wi = Φi Acell Ni dt . Here Φi is the flux of

76

ejected test particles, Acell the area of the grid-cell, Ni is the number of time steps between each test particle ejection, and dt

77

is the time step between two successive positions of the test-particles, chosen so that these two positions are within one cell or

78

two nearby cells. After a sufficient number of time-steps to achieve approximate steady state, the average number density hni,

79

temperature hTi, and velocity hvi are calculated in each cell on a spherical grid, and at seven orbital positions, φobs the phase

80

angle of the satellite defined as φobs = 0◦ when Europa is in eclipse behind Jupiter. In our analysis we focus on Europa’s leading

81

(φobs = 90◦ , φobs = 150◦ ) and trailing hemispheres ( φobs = 210◦ , φobs = 270◦ ), and consider three positions near and at

82

eclipse (φobs = 340◦ , φobs = 0◦ , φobs = 20◦ ). To improve statistics, these quantities are reconstructed on intervals spanning six

83

degrees in orbital longitude, around each orbital position, corresponding to a total of 1.4 hours.

84

85

2.1. Sputtering.
The O2 exosphere is produced primarily by ions originating in the Io-Europa plasma torus. The torus, composed predominantly
of sulfur and oxygen ions trapped in Jupiter’s magnetosphere rotates, on average, seven times as fast as Europa, primarily
impacting Europa’s trailing hemisphere in the plasma corotation direction (+x). Evidence for preferential bombardment of the
trailing hemisphere by heavy ions has been observed by the Galileo Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) (Carlson et al.
1999). We model the effective ion flux, Φe f f , onto Europa’s trailing hemisphere as diminishing with the planetary longitude φ 0
in Europa’s reference frame following (Leblanc et al. 2002):
Φe f f (φ 0) =

Φi
1
cos( (φ 0 − π))
4π
2

(1)

Molecules are ejected from the trailing surface by the energy and momentum deposited by the incident ion flux Φi in the grains
of the water ice regolith. Here we use sputtering rates summarized in (Cassidy et al. 2013) to discuss the fate of the oxygen
component. In (Cassidy et al. 2013) both the hot and thermal components of the incident plasma are accounted for as well as the
regolith porosity, assuming the surface is primarily pure water ice. (Cassidy et al. 2013) construct a spatially-dependent sputtering
model of the total water ice sputtering from (Fama et al. 2008) and (Johnson et al. 2008):
Y (T) = Y0 (1 + 220 e

−0.06eV
kT0

)

(2)

86

Using this temperature dependence (Cassidy et al. 2013) estimate a globally averaged sputtering rate as: 2 · 1027 H2 O s−1 , of

87

which the primary ejecta are H2 O, H2 , O2 with trace amounts of O, H, OH. The corresponding globally averaged O2 ejection

6
88

rate, which also depends on the surface temperature of the ice is 1026 O2 s−1 , where H2 is modeled as twice this rate.
The subsequent energy of the ejected particles is modeled according to the species in question. The H2 O, OH, O, and H are

89

90
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assumed to follow a water-ice sputtering distribution, based on the heavy ion (E ∼ keV) sputtering of H2 O ice (Johnson 1990):

f (E)Sputt ∼

EU x
(E + U)2+x

(3)

91

where x = 0.7, and U = 0.052 . The highly volatile molecular species O2 and H2 produced by radiolysis are assumed to be

92

”chemically” sputtered. As the energetic ions penetrate the ice, they break bonds leading to chemistry and the temperature

93

dependent formation of H2 and O2 .
The initial ejection energy of O2 (and H2 ) can also be described by Equation 3 using x = 0 and U = 0.015 eV for light, fast,

94

95

incident ions (Johnson 1990). We refer to this distribution as f (E)U2 in this work.

96

97

After the first ejection, those molecules returning to the surface can either react or are subsequently thermally desorbed so that

98

their ejection speeds are determined by a Maxwell Boltzmann (MB) distribution at the surface. The Maxwell Boltzman speed

99

distribution, accurate for a localized point is given by:

fM B (v)dv = 4π

m
2πk b T0

 3/2

v 2 exp




−mv 2
dv
2k b T0

(4)

This distribution holds since the ejected molecules undergo multiple interactions with the surface, which we model to be

100

101



immediate, and are thus in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) with the surface ice, with an average energy, 32 k b T0 .

102

2.2. Surface Temperature

103

104

The effective temperature of the surface ice, T0 is defined by radiative equilibrium. In our model, we consider a slab of ice with

105

conductivity κ = 2.52 × 102 erg cm−1 K−1 s−1 (Abramov & Spencer 2008), and calculate the equilibrium temperature across the

106

surface, over latitude θ and planetary longitude φ 0, where φ 0 = 0 is at Europa’s trailing hemisphere:

F

,1AU

(1 − A)

R2

cosθcosφ 0 = εσT04 − κ

∂T
∂r

(5)

is the total solar irradiance in W m−2 at 1 AU, R the orbital distance in AU, and σ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The

107

F

108

albedo, A, is assumed to vary linearly with φ 0 between 0.65 on the leading hemisphere and 0.45 on the trailing, approximating

109

the most recent interpretation of Galileo PPR results (Rathbun et al. 2014). The emissivity of the ice, ε, is set at 0.96. A small

,1AU
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110

correction for the latent heat of sublimation is included (Abramov & Spencer 2008)). Endogenic heatflow, with an upper limit of

111

5 × 105 W m−2 , is neglected (Spencer et al. 1999).

112

113

The temperature gradient at the surface,

∂T
∂r

in the last term is given by the one dimensional equation for the heat conduction

along a direction r that is normal to the surface:



∂T
∂T
∂
ρCP
=
κ
∂t
∂r
∂r

(6)

114

where ρ is the mass density, taken as 0.92 g cm−3 (Abramov & Spencer 2008), and the specific heat at constant pressure, Cp ,

115

is 1.96 × 107 erg g−1 K−1 (Vance & Goodman 2009). Eq. 6 is solved with the aid of a thermal routine using the slab boundary

116

method (Spencer et al. 1989; Young et al. 2016). Forcing of solar insolation over a synodic day in late Feb. 2015 is determined

117

in 2◦ increments of θ and φ 0 using the 309.bsp kernel provided by JPL. While this approach simplifies the variation of

118

thermophysical parameters over the surface (Rathbun et al. 2010), it provides a basis for longitudinal asymmetries about the

119

subsolar axis that result from the thermal inertia of the ice.

120

In Figure 2(a) we show the evolution of Europa’s equatorial surface ice temperature along its orbit in panel A. The Figure 2(a)

121

inlet is a zoom of the eclipse region where Europa’s temperature drops by ∼ 30K before rising to ∼ 110K at the brighter, leading

122

hemisphere. Figure 2(b) is the corresponding temperature map of the darker, trailing hemisphere mapped in west longitude. As

123

is true for most planetary bodies, on average, the largest thermal gradient is between noon and midnight, or day and night, as

124

indicated in Fig. 2(b) with a slight increase in surface temperature, ∆T ∼ 10K, at dusk over dawn due to the thermal inertia of

125

the ice.

126

3. RESULTS

127

Implementing the physical processes described above, we have simulated the approximate steady state morphology of the

128

O2 and water product exospheres, for a number of orbital positions around Europa. Steady-state is achieved when the change

129

in number densities between orbits is insignificant for the various species modeled. Our principal result, as described in more

130

detail below, is that the dynamics of Europa’s near-surface O2 exosphere is responsible for the observed dusk-over-dawn line-of

131

sight (LOS) auroral asymmetry observed by the HST at Europa by R15. For the assumptions described, our simulations yield a

132

near-surface O2 enhancement towards dusk driven by thermal diffusion and rotation. The O2 spreads across a rotating surface

133

leading, on average, to the accumulation of a larger O2 column at dusk, Europa local time. The larger O2 column at dusk persists

134

throughout the orbit, along with its dissociation products (O∗ & O), leading to consistently brighter oxygen aurorae at dusk.

135

Below, we describe the dynamics leading to these results .
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(a) Equatorial subsolar surface temperature (K) as a function of (b) Surface temperature map of Europa’s sunlit hemisphere at φ o b s = 90◦ .
sub-observer longitude, or Europa’s orbital longitude.
Figure 2. The surface temperature rapidly increases from dawn, φobs = 90 until the subsolar point at φobs = 0. The surface then begins to cool

slightly more slowly, passing through dusk at 18h Europa local time. The largest thermal gradients driving migration are therefore between 6h
- 12h, and 12h-18h. Due to the thermal inertia of the ice, the dusk hemisphere is warmer than the dawn hemisphere.

3.1. Exospheric O2 Evolution

136

137

Sputtering of Europa’s icy regolith is largest on the sunlit trailing hemisphere which would result in an atmospheric bulge, if it

138

was not rotating. This atmospheric O2 bulge is strongly dependent on the local temperature as the radiolytically produced O2 on

139

returning to the surface is expected to desorb at the surface ice temperature, T0 .
Consider an inertial, non-rotating, reference frame as simulated in Figure 3. Solar radiation heats the subsolar hemisphere
to Td ∼ 135K decreasing to Tn ∼ 85K at the antisolar hemisphere as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). As shown in Figure 3, the peak
in O2 production due to sputtering is on the day side resulting in stochastic day-to-night migration, similar to a fountain-like
phenomenon from the ejection region, as indicated by the vectors. In a collisionless exosphere, ejected molecules return to the
surface where they stick or are re-emitted with an energy determined by the local, surface ice temperature. On interacting with
the surface, the fate of a molecule is sensitive to the surface residence time: τres = τ0 exp( EkbaTd0s ) where Eads is the effective
heat of adsorption. Initially for molecular oxygen, we assume the heat of adsorption is negligible and the surface residence time
is extremely short, on the order of the vibration time for a Van der Waals potential (τ0 ∼ 10−13 s) so that O2 has a negligible
sticking coefficient. The effect of O2 sticking due to a longer residence time will be examined in section 4. Thus one can treat
O2 motion as a series of random walks. (Hunten et al. 1988) for example, defines λ0 =
energy, U0 =

G M p mi
rp

U0
k b T0 ,

the ratio of gravitational binding

to the thermal energy k b T0 at the surface, approximately equal to the ratio of planetary radius r p to the
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(a)
Figure 3. Europa’s static, O2 exosphere for a simulation fixed at the sunlit trailing hemisphere with no rotation. Vectors are shown to demonstrate

the day-night migration in the absence of rotation. An artificial day-side O2 asymmetry is highlighted, due to preferential ion bombardment
at the sunlit trailing hemisphere in the absence of rotation. The low albedo, sunlit trailing hemisphere has an equilibrium temperature of
Td ∼ 135K, further exaggerating the effect of O2 production on the exosphere due to the strong thermal dependence of the O2 sputtering yield.

scale height, H(T0 ), so that λ0 ∼

rp
H.

λ0 , is roughly equivalent to the number of ballistic hops a molecule experiences in traveling

an average distance r p yielding a diffusion timescale: td ∼ r p2 /D, where D is the effective diffusion coefficient. As explained in
(Hunten et al. 1988) D ∼

H2
th o p ,

the migration time for traveling a distance r p at the surface is:
td ∼ λ2 thop

140

141

(7)

In Table 1, we estimate several timescales critical to the evolution of Europa’s near-surface O2 , scaled to Europa’s orbital
period, τor b .

142

Under a uniform gravitational potential, the ballistic hop time for an O2 molecule is on the order of a few minutes. Since

143

thop  τor b , it is readily seen that the near-surface O2 can be expected to follow the diurnal temperature variations in Fig.

144

2(b). Table 1 also indicates that the production and net loss timescales are comparable to the orbital period, giving an average

145

exospheric column of hNiO2 ∼ 8 · 1013 O2 cm−2 . Thus, the exosphere is built and destroyed in about one orbit. It is seen that the

146

timescale for the day-to-night flow on a non-rotating body, td , is not only about four times longer than both the production, texo ,

147

and lifetime of the O2 , τO2 , but also four times as long as Europa’s rotation. Therefore, the net spreading of the O2 source is on

148

average slower than Europa’s orbital speed.
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Timescale (τor b )
Orbital Period

τor b

1.0

Ballistic O2 hop

thop

8 · 10−4

td

4.2

O2 exospheric production

texo

0.98

O2 lifetime∗

τO2

1.08

Day-night migration

Table 1. Exospheric timescales for Europa. Given τor b = 3 · 105 sec. The average hop time for an O2 molecule is computed using an average
√
surface temperature of hTi ∼ 110K, as 2 vg0 . The ballistic hop ,thop , assumes no interaction with the surface. The day-night migration time
is estimated as a random-walk process across one Europa radius assuming no O2 adsorption in the surface ice. The exospheric production
hN i

time, texo , for O2 is the orbit-averaged radial column density over the orbit-averaged ejected O2 flux, h f i . The O2 lifetime,τO2 , is limited
by dissociation and ionization, computed by the product of the reaction rate coefficient and the electron number density: (κ × ne )−1 , where
κ = 4.4 · 10−8 cm3 s−1 is the orbit-integrated reaction rate coefficient including e- impact as well as ionization, and ne = 70cm−3 the electron
number density.

(a)
Figure 4. Orbital Evolution of the O2 column density (black) along with the O2 production flux (blue) versus the sub-observer longitude or

phase angle.

149

3.2. A Rotation-Dependent Exosphere

150

Although the surface averaged column density, ∼ 8·1013 O2 cm−2 , varies by only ∼ 10 percent, under rotation the O2 exosphere

151

becomes non-uniform and varies by ∼ 90% or ∼ 5 · 1014 O2 cm−2 , peaking towards dusk Europa local time. This is due to
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Dusk
Dusk

Dawn

Dusk

Dawn

0°
20°
90°

150°

Dusk

340°

270°

210°

Dawn

Dawn

Dusk

Dawn

Dusk

Dusk

Dawn

Figure 5. Formation map of Europa’s O2 exosphere. 0 degrees west longitude corresponds to the subjovian point (SJ), where positive longitudes

correspond to the trailing hemisphere (T) and negative longitudes, leading (L). At φobs = 180◦ we provide a high-resolution map of Europa’s
surface, for comparison to the near-surface exosphere, taken by Voyager and Galileo as adopted in (Doggett et al. 2009). On each simulation
map, the subsolar point is indicated by a white X, whereas the dawn and dusk terminators are indicated by the vertical dashed lines. Inner circle
maps: Exospheric production as shown by the ejection rate of the O2 sputtered from the surface with respect to latitude and west longitude at
different orbital positions of Europa. The sputtering flux ranges from 2 (blue) - 12 (red) ·108 O2 cm−2 s−1 (right panel colorbar). Subobserver
longitudes(φobs ), or phase angles are provided inside the orbit. Outer circle maps: Log10 of the radially integrated column density of the
O2 exosphere with respect to latitude and west longitude at different orbital positions of Europa ). The radial column density ranges from
∼ 1 − 30 · 1013

O2 cm−2 (left panel colorbar). Whereas the average radially integrated column density of the O2 exosphere ranges from

7.4 − 8.1 · 1013 O2 cm−2 . The reader is invited to refer to the web-version of this article for a more enhanced viewing.
152

the combination of orbit-varying O2 production, the resulting O2 rotation in local time due to Europa’s rotation as well as O2

153

dissociation and ionization via electron impact. In Fig. 4 we follow the orbital evolution of the net O2 column density along

154

with the net O2 production. It can be seen that the O2 column is strongly influenced by the varying production and destruction,

155

albeit with a delay in local time. To better understand the locations at which the O2 exosphere peaks with Europa local time, we

156

provide a map of how the O2 exosphere is built in real time across Europa’s surface Fig. 5. The center circle indicates the seven
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157

simulated orbital positions. The inner circle, maps the radiolytically sputtered ejecta in O2 cm−2 s−1 , and the outer circle, maps

158

the radial column density in O2 cm−2 . On the outer maps, consistent with the inner maps, we have indicated dusk, dawn, and

159

the subsolar position (X). Although the peak production is on the sunlit trailing hemisphere 270◦ the addition to the local column

160

density increases slowly. The bulk O2 column Nr ∼ 1014 (green) spreads slowly as shown in the outer circle maps of Figure

161

5, where the O2 exosphere peaks at different local times varying along Europa’s orbit around Jupiter. For instance, the radial

162

column density peaks just before dusk (17h) at 90◦ whereas at 210◦ , ∼ 7 hours later, the bulk column has moved to 22h.

163

The resulting column densities (outer circles) are in turn affected by the ejection patterns (inner circles) which vary, in our

164

model, due to the varying surface temperature (c.f Eqn. 2). This produces a spatial morphology which varies with orbital phase

165

angle, as seen in Fig. 5, but with the exosphere bulge predominantly shifted towards the dusk terminator. Therefore, although the

166

net content of the exosphere does not vary much over an orbit, the spatial concentration of the local column varies by more than

167

an order of magnitude.

168

The synergy between the source rates (inner circles) and the columns (outer circles) can be best seen when comparing two

169

orbital regions. (A) Trailing hemisphere near dusk (270◦ → 90◦ ): Here, the trailing hemisphere is aligned with the subsolar

170

point (X) and thus ejection is maximal: fe j (φobs = 270◦ ) ∼ 3.4 · 108 O2 s−1 cm−2 . The maximum ejection then continues almost

171

exclusively near the dusk terminator, where the exosphere is also being built along its orbital path. The atmospheric bulge at dusk

172

formed near the sunlit leading hemisphere would then appear to be due to the accumulation along the orbit of the high ejection

173

rates as they move. (B) Trailing hemisphere near dawn (90◦ → 270◦ ): In this region, the trailing hemisphere is facing midnight,

174

and thus ejection is minimal, roughly twice as weak as 270◦ . The ejecta here are more symmetric and thus the asymmetric

175

exosphere at dusk is balanced by a dawn source along its return trajectory to the sunlit trailing hemisphere.

176

Perhaps the most dynamic part of the orbit however, begins when the trailing hemisphere is under eclipse, during the leading

177

hemisphere phases (0◦ → 180◦ ). Here, Europa begins in the shadow of Jupiter, where the net O2 column is seen to be insen-

178

sitive to the transient drop in surface temperature, unlike the sublimated H2 O column which collapses in shadow identical to

179

Ganymede’s exosphere (Leblanc et al. submitted). It can be seen in Figure 4, that the O2 exosphere during these phase angles

180

thus begins to collapse as the O2 production is not always sufficient to balance the ongoing O2 loss processes. In particular, at

181

phase angles 90◦ and 150◦ ,the O2 exosphere at dawn almost completely vanishes. These are also the orbital locations where we

182

predict a maximum dusk-over-dawn asymmetry. It is only when the trailing hemisphere approaches noon, and the production

183

begins to dominate again, that the spatial distribution of the O2 exosphere begins to equalize.

184

185

To summarize, the O2 exosphere mapped in Figure 5 suggests an orbital cycle of O2 in which the most marked contrast is
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186

between the trailing and leading hemisphere orbital phases. Throughout the trailing hemisphere phases (180◦ → 0◦ ), ejection

187

is maximal, gradually building the size of the exosphere after dusk until the leading hemisphere phases (0◦ → 180◦ ) where

188

the exosphere exits eclipse and gets compressed towards the equator due to the latitudinal component of the centrifugal force.

189

After 150◦ , the ejection rate increases again and exospheric O2 molecules get uniformly distributed once again. The principal

190

result of this orbital evolution is a consistent dusk-over-dawn exospheric asymmetry and is thus present at every subobserver

191

longitude. The maximum dusk-over-dawn ratio occurs at 150◦ (dusk/dawn > 10 ) and a minimum near 340◦ (dusk/dawn ∼

192

1.5). Moreover this orbital asymmetry depends essentially on interactions with Europa’s surface: (1) the geometry of Jovian

193

plasma bombardment on Europa’s surface and (2) the thermal dependence of the sputtering yield and the ballistic hop time. A

194

lower dusk-over-dawn asymmetry, as observed by R15, could be emulated by modifying the ejection geometry; a more uniform

195

ejection could be likely, due to the incoming cold plasma being diverted around Europa’s trailing hemisphere. The plasma which

196

does reach the surface would be sufficiently slowed and may not be energetic enough to sputter. The more uniform ejection over

197

the orbit may also be produced by a smaller diurnal temperature dependence on the yield. We will discuss these issues in more

198

detail in section 4.1.

199

200

4. DISCUSSION

The only observational evidence of Europa’s oxygen exosphere rests in FUV auroral emission occurring at two particular
I1356
I1304

201

atomic oxygen transitions: λ = 1356 Å, λ = 1304 Å. Should the ratio of these two wavelengths i =

202

dicative of e− impact dissociation of O2 . The novel data the HST imaging spectrograph has acquired are full orbital information

203

(spectral and spatial) for these two auroral emission lines, not only confirming i ∼ 2 throughout the orbit, but also demonstrating

204

the orbital evolution of the oxygen aurorae. We find the new observations, when compared with our EGM simulations, are

205

reflective of the behavior of the rotation-driven near-surface O2 exosphere as Europa orbits in Jupiter’s dynamic magnetosphere.

206

We will first directly compare the orbital evolution of auroral and exospheric oxygen in section 4.1. Finally, we will discuss

207

the radial evolution of auroral and exospheric oxygen in the context of the oxygen corona 4.3. The two sets of comparisons

208

demonstrate Europa’s oxygen exosphere is neither static in Europa local time nor in radial extent.

be close to 2, it is in-

209

210

4.1. Orbital Evolution of Exospheric and Auroral Oxygen
Our simulations (Figure 5) indicate an O2 column consistently accumulating near dusk at each orbital longitude generating an
exospheric asymmetry. We find that the global movement of the near-surface O2 appears to dictate the global behavior of the
FUV oxygen aurorae over time. Photoionization and photodissociation, also treated in our model, are negligible contributors
to FUV auroral intensity for oxygen as was also shown in previous models with and without photoionization & photodissocia-
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tion (Shematovich et al. 2005). The main source of the auroral emission observed by HST are electron-impact dissociated O2
molecules: O2 + e− → O ∗ + O + e− + ∆E. A fraction of these excited oxygen atoms O∗ will undergo one of two FUV transitions
occurring at: 1304 Å, or at the forbidden line at 1356 Å. The 1304 Å line can additionally resonantly scatter photons due to the
presence of atomic oxygen. The emission intensity I occurring at a given wavelength λ, can then be estimated by summing each
reaction which generates excited atomic oxygen, O ∗ .

Iλ = ne < σλ (v) >O2 +e− NO2 + (ne < σλ (v) >O+e− ) NO

(8)

211

I1304 also includes the photo-excitation term: nγ < σλ (v) >O+hν ×NO , where nγ is the photon number density. The electron-

212

impact dissociation reaction rates < σλ (v) > [cm3 /s] are identical to those used by Turc et al. (2014) for e- impact dissociation as

213

well as photoexcitation. Here NO2 is the line-of-sight column density of O2 , in O2 cm−2 and No O cm−2 is the line of sight column

214

density of the neutral O, where λ corresponds to wavelengths 1304 & 1356 Å. Of course, the plasma torus is tilted in accordance

215

to the tilt of Jupiter’s magnetic dipole with respect to the orbital plane, and thus the auroral emission can be enhanced at the poles

216

as was observed by R15 for various magnetic longitudes. Furthermore, recent simulations of Europa’s ionosphere Rubin et al.

217

(2015) indicate the electron density and electron temperature distributions vary along the plasma co-rotation direction and can

218

in principle contribute to upstream/downstream auroral asymmetries. However, as stated by R15, the observed dusk-over-dawn

219

asymmetries cannot be explained by plasma asymmetries. The comparisons in Figure 6 provide evidence of exospheric oxygen

220

dynamics as a principal driver for the dusk-over-dawn ratios. The observed ratios (black dots), fitted in R15 by the black line are

221

compared to our simulations (squares). The solid black line is a rough fit provided by R15.

222

The ratios in fig 5 from our initial simulations (blue squares) show that there is a dusk/ dawn enhancement, but it is clearly

223

overestimated for 90◦ < φobs < 150◦ . Therefore, we also show two other simulations in which we uniformly change the

224

surface heats of absorption for the returning O2 . Eads = 0 (blue), Eads = 3000 (green), Eads (L) , Eads (T) (magenta).

225

Eads ∼ 0 is the nominal case in which the exospheric O2 does not interact with the surface. The larger heats of adsorptions

226

imply larger O2 interactions with the regolith, and thus longer residence times in the regolith and in effect, longer migration

227

times. It can be seen that most of Europa’s exosphere is well approximated using minimal surface-exosphere interactions.The

228

large discrepancy occurs when observing near the sunlit leading hemisphere region, where dusk is near Europa’s subjovian

229

hemisphere: 90◦ < φobs < 150◦ , in which the dusk/dawn auroral intensity ratios are overestimated by a factor of ∼ 5. This is

230

a strong indication that adsorption at Europa’s surface is non-uniform (Eads (L) , Eads (T)). To test this conjecture we model

231

preferential adsorption with a simple cos2 function with latitude (θ) and planetary longitude (φ 0 ):

Eads (φ 0, θ) = E1 cos2



(φ 0 − φ00 )
2



cos2 (θ − π/2) + E0

(9)
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232

Equation 9 is a simple surface adsorption relation modeled in the Ephi0 frame where φ00 = 0 treats Eads as preferential

233

adsorption on the leading hemisphere and φ00 = π as preferential adsorption on the trailing hemisphere. In Fig. 6 the magenta

234

points present one particular case of a simulation where E1 = 500 , E0 = 2300, and φ00 = 0.

Figure 6. Orbital evolution of the log of the dusk/dawn 1356 Å emission line versus the orbital longitude. The average auroral emission on the

dusk-side of Europa is divided by the average emission on the dawn-side. Black points are HST observations. Black dashed lines represent
the average error in HST observations. Solid black line represents a fit for HST observations. Squares represent the modeled auroral intensity
ratios calculated from simulated LOS O2 column densities assuming isotropic plasma conditions ne = 70 cm−3 and Te = 20 eV. The dark blue
square is the nominal simulation in which the effective heat of adsorption is set to 0. The green square corresponds to the more extreme case in
which the O2 follows a a heat of adsorption of Eads = 3000. The two cases indicate that a non-uniform heat of adsorption between the leading
and trailing hemispheres, Eads (L) , Eads (T), may be required to explain the exaggerated dusk enhancement at the leading hemisphere phases
as simulated by the magenta square.

235

4.2. Possible O2 Adsorption in Water Ice Regolith

236

It can be seen that the higher effective heats of adsorption significantly reduce the dawn-dusk asymmetry. The adsorption

237

effectively increases the residence time and thus diffusion time which acts to reduce the dawn-dusk asymmetry. The exaggerated
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238

dusk emission occurs at the leading hemisphere phases φobs ∼ 90−150◦ , potentially indicating that this region possesses stronger

239

surface-O2 interactions. Equivalently, the trailing hemisphere could also adsorb more efficiently since the column of O2 driven

240

towards 90-150◦ is due to the ejection roughly half of a rotation earlier. Although condensed O2 has been observed in absorption

241

bands at λ = 5771 Å (Spencer & Calvin 2002). Ganymede on the other hand was observed to have a strong O2 asymmetry at its

242

darker trailing hemisphere (Spencer et al. 1995). We consider O2 adsorption at both hemispheres below.

243

(A) Trailing hemisphere: It was shown by (Johnson & Jesser 1997) that O2 can be trapped as bubbles via vacancies in the H2 O

244

regoliths of the Galilean satellites should the temperature be sufficiently high to allow for vacancy diffusion. In radiolysis, it is

245

thought that pure H2 O grains are broken, however in the formation of O2 bubbles, impurities in H2 O grains allow for more voids

246

and thus more trapping of O2 . Impurities on Europa’s surface are most evident at the sulfate-rich trailing hemisphere, a region

247

which was analyzed by Cassidy et al. (2007) in the context of the O2 exosphere. It was discussed that the O2 molecules may os-

248

cillate in impurities in the surface ice essentially reacting with irradiated sulfate salts. Furthermore the sunlit trailing hemisphere

249

at φobs ∼ 270◦ was found to contain a thermal anomaly due to the high albedo region Pwyll. The higher temperatures due to a

250

high endogenic heat flux, could also help trap the O2 as the molecular diffusion required to generate voids is more efficient for a

251

warmer regolith.

252

(B) Leading hemisphere: (Spencer et al. 1999) and more recently Rathbun et al. (2010) found thermal anomalies uncorrelated

253

with geologic or albedo features at Europa’s equator at the leading antijovian quadrant. It was reasoned that the colder equatorial

254

temperatures could be due to a three-fold drop in thermal conductivity or on the other hand the mid-latitudes could be endogeni-

255

cally heated. While the O2 may not be adsorbed as bubbles in the ice due to the lower temperature, the residence time of the O2

256

will increase Cassidy et al. (2007), effectively slowing down the peak movement of O2 we simulate.

257

4.3. Comparisons of Oxygen Aurorae and Oxygen Exosphere: A Stratified Exosphere.

258

A comparison between the FUV oxygen aurorae observed by R15 and the simulated neutral exosphere can be made assuming

259

isotropic plasma conditions as described in Figure 4. This comparison enables one to discern the behavior of the neutral O2 in

260

the exosphere, which appears to be split into two populations. The first population is the largely thermally accommodated, near-

261

surface O2 , the principal focus of this work. This is the component of the exosphere subject to the rotation-driven dusk-dawn

262

asymmetry. The second population, which we will refer to as the corona, appears to be vastly more energetic extending well

263

beyond 400 km in altitude or ∼ 1.25 rEu from disk center as illustrated in Fig. 7. Here, we will systematically compare the HST

264

auroral emissions averaged over all phase angles by R15 to our EGM molecular oxygen simulations symmetrically-averaged from

265

Europa’s disk center. Europa’s exosphere is not spherically-symmetric however as was shown throughout section 3.1, and thus

266

the radial profiles may average out structures in the aurora over time despite an orbital average over various system III longitudes.
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(b) Sunlit Trailing Hemisphere EGM (dash-dot) & HST(+).

(c) Simulated auroral emission viewing the Sunlit Leading Hemisphere. (d) Simulated auroral emission viewing the Sunlit Trailing Hemisphere.
Figure 7. Top panels: LOS auroral intensities at λ = 1356 Å versus radial distance from Europa’s center reconstructed by HST auroral images

(black) along with corresponding EGM simulations (blue and red dashed lines). The spatial resolution is rings of 0.025 REu . Europa’s limb
is indicated with the dotted vertical line.The LOS O2 column densities from the EGM simulation are symmetrically averaged in rings about
Europa’s center as in R15. The corresponding auroral intensities are then computed following Eqn. 8 employing modest plasma parameters
with no asymmetries: isotropic electron density ne = 70cm−3 and Te = 20eV plasma temperature. Bottom panels: Simulated auroral images
reconstructed directly from LOS O2 and O column densities. The right-over-left (< R/L >), dusk-over-dawn, asymmetry is highlighted
indicating the asymmetric nature of Europa’s aurorae.

267

Furthermore, Jupiter’s rapidly rotating magnetosphere governs auroral emission, unlike at Ganymede whose intrinsic magnetic

268

field is able to regulate the flux of precipitating ions. At Europa in particular, the north-south auroral patches are due to the tilting

269

of the Io-Europa plasma torus (R15) in system III longitude. The average profile of the auroral emissions as derived by R15 are

270

therefore constructed from highly variable, patchy observations, in latitude and longitude. Hence it may be difficult to compare to

271

a model, in particular near Europa’s disk where the disk may be partially blocking the emissions of Europas exosphere. Despite
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272

these variabilities this spherically-symmetric comparison helps us understand the global nature of Europa’s exosphere and its

273

interaction with the Jovian magnetosphere.
4.3.1. Disk Emission: r < 1.0rEu

274

275

We find that simulated on-disk auroral intensities even under simple, isotropic assumptions are consistent with the average on-

276

disk intensities observed by HST: ∼ 45 Rayleighs at leading hemisphere and ∼ 60 Rayleighs at the trailing hemisphere. Here we

277

present only the 1356 Å emission line as to focus on O2 , although the ratio of the two lines can indicate the abundance of atomic

278

oxygen. The increase in the observed auroral intensity ratio

279

versus trailing ( χO/O2 = 5%) which we also confirm to be consistent when comparing our derived LOS column densities for

280

both O2 (hNO2 i ∼ 1014 O2 cm−2 ) and O (hNO i ∼ 1011 Ocm−2 ). Our model predicts a slightly smaller decrease ∼ 25% in O from

281

270◦ → 90◦ as we do not simulate the effect of a decrease in plasma temperature at the leading or downstream hemispheres as

282

suggested by R15.

I1356
I1304

from 1.6 to 2.3, indicated ∼ 80% less O at leading ( χO/O2 = 1%)

283

The overall LOS column density however, is still slightly greater at noon at trailing than at leading, ∆N ∼ 7·1013 O2 /cm2 , due to

284

the subsolar axis being aligned with the sputtering axis/plasma ram (modeled to be maximum at the trailing hemisphere following

285

Eqn. 1.) The auroral observations confirm the brighter trailing hemisphere by ∼ 15 Rayleighs for the on-disk, near-surface O2

286

emission.

287

4.3.2. Limb Brightening: 0.8 < r < 1.2rEu

288

On Europa’s disk, the average auroral emission profiles reconstructed by the auroral image observations by R15 display a

289

brightening inside the limb. This is contrary to expectations as one should expect limb brightening due to the larger path lengths

290

off of the disk as we simulate in Fig. 7. The lack of limb brightening may imply an exosphere peaking in density near the

291

subsolar region or an incident plasma interacting with Europa in a much more complex way than assumed in our simulations.

292

Profiles off of the limb and into the corona however offer a more direct comparison between the observed auroral emission and

293

the exospheric neutrals as illustrated in the atmospheric profiles of Figure 8. We fit a scale height of HO2 ∼ 140km (blue and

294

green dashed lines) up to an altitude of ∼ 400 km where the aurora and assumed exosphere behave like a hydrostatic atmosphere.

295

These scale heights are consistent with a thermally accommodated near-surface O2 exosphere as evidenced by the on-disk profile

296

fit to HO2 ∼ 300km by R15 (Figure 11c). However it is clear that the neutral exosphere (colored lines blue and green) cannot

297

explain the brightness of the observed aurorae (black line) past ∼ 280km in altitude. Further into the exosphere, past ∼ 390km

298

(r & 1.25rEu ) even for a more energetic sputtering distribution, sub-Rayleigh emission is predicted. This discrepancy can be

299

interpreted in a variety of ways which we describe below.

300
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Figure 8. Auroral intensity, I, for the 1356 Å emission line at Europa’s sunlit leading hemisphere as a function of the impact parameter (b)

in units of Europan radii, rEu . The corresponding altitude, z , in km from the surface, is indicated on the top horizontal axis for reference.
HST observations from R15 are shown by the black points. Two EGM simulations are presented for two different function distributions for the
initial ejection of the O2 molecule from the regolith: f M B , in green and fU2 , in blue. The corresponding dotted lines represent the barometric
scale heights assuming an isothermal atmosphere. In our EGM simulations the O2 is perfectly thermally accommodated and thus the scale
height reflects the average surface ice temperature T ∼ 110K. The black dotted line fit to the HST data implies an atmospheric temperature
of Tx ∼ 1500K, or Ex ∼ 0.2 eV roughly twice the energy of a sputtered O2 molecule. The red dotted line is a fit to a power law distribution:

 a−1
I = I0 rEbu
. b is the perpendicular scattering distance from the center of Europa’s gravitational field. Both of these fits seem to suggest
collisional processes occurring in Europa’s corona, as described in the text.
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301

302

4.4. Coronal Expansion: r & 1.25rEu

303

The O2 above the near-surface, hereafter coronal O2 , appears to behave far more energetically according to the HST auroral

304

profiles as can be seen by the solid black points in Figure 8. For both e- impact dissociation lines, the simulated emission is too

305

faint in the corona. Scale heights of H ∼ 150 − 300km were fit by R15 Figure 11b & 11c. The black dotted line in Figure 8 shows

306

a scale height of ∼ 300km fit to the observations. While an isothermal profile is representative of the auroral intensity profile, a

307

heating mechanism to transition between the cold ∼ 100 K population to the apparent ∼ 1500 K population is needed. We discuss

308

a heating mechanism capable of expanding the atmosphere in section 4.4.1, whereas in section 4.4.2 we consider collisional

309

expansion by H2 O, which could accelerate the O2 like a radial outflow. Of course, the corona could be a combination of the two

310

mechanisms. Here, we discuss these two proposed mechanisms and their agreement with R15 and our EGM simulations.

311

4.4.1. Plasma-Driven Atmospheric Expansion

312

Europa’s corona may be analogous to Io’s escaping SO2 corona (Summers et al. 1989). The atmospheric escape at Io is thought

313

to be primarily driven by atmospheric sputtering, a cascade of collisions triggered by momentum exchange between an incident

314

ion and neutral below the exobase (Johnson 1994). These ion-neutral collisions were included in the 1-D temperature calculation

315

of a 3-D MHD model for Europa by Saur et al. (1998). The model predicted Tx ∼ 750 − 1000K and H ∼ 150 − 200km. Here we

316

fit the auroral profile to a scale height of H ∼ 300km (black dotted line) as in R15. Recent MHD simulations Rubin et al. (2015)

317

including this heating also indicate that Europa’s ionosphere may contribute to coronal expansion on orbital timescales.

318

The models include dissociation, ionization, and various other loss processes which have been recently discussed in the litera-

319

ture to be dominated by charge-exchange (Dols et al. 2016; Lucchetti et al. 2016). Charge exchange here refers to the ion-neutral

320

interactions between O2 and O+2 resulting in O∗2 , an energetic neutral atom (ENA) with kinetic energies capable of escaping Eu-

321

ropa’s hill sphere ∼ 8.6rEu . The recent loss rates discussed in the aforementioned papers report mass loss rates MÛ O2 ∼ 160kg/s

322

more than 30 times the O2 production rates predicted by (Cassidy et al. 2013): MÛ O2,0 ∼ 5kg/s. If the exosphere was isothermal

323

at ∼ 1500K the corresponding Jeans escape yields MÛ O2 ∼ 0.1kg/s of mass loss. On the other hand, charge-exchange rates with

324

O2 + are larger by three orders of magnitude, leading to a far more energetic population than for an exosphere fit to an isothermal

325

emission profile as in Fig. 8. Upon integrating the auroral emission over altitude, one can deduce the missing population of O2

326

should the emission be directly proportional to the LOS O2 column as discussed previously. We find that HST predicts ∼ 2.5

327

times more O2 than the production rates in our model. Simply increasing the production rate by 2.5 would result in average

328

auroral intensities ∼ 150 Rayleighs at the leading hemisphere which is far greater than what is observed, as shown in Fig. 7.

329

Sourcing the calculated charge exchange escape rates in the literature would result in an average auroral intensity of ∼ 1800
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(b) O2 + H2 O collisions. fMB

Figure 9. Simulated LOS column densities with and without O2 +H2 O collisions, at subobserver longitude of 20 degrees. O2 collisions are

thought to occur with H2 O near sublimation + sputtering sites where the column is largest.

330

Rayleighs at the leading hemisphere. Thus, although these rates suggest a nonthermal expansion mechanism for the corona, the

331

corresponding O2 source presents a serious issue in the energy budget of the exosphere.

332

333

Charge exchange between O2 and O2 + is equivalent to elastic scattering, as discussed in the context of Saturn’s toroidal O2

334

atmosphere sourced by water ice grain sputtering (Johnson et al. 2006). For scattering, the thermal energy of the ion, O2 + , should

335

be approximately equal to the pick-up ion energy E p ∼ 21 mO2+ (vco − vo )2 , where vco is the corotation velocity of the Io-Europa

336

plasma torus near Europa’s surface, and vo is Europa’s orbital speed. The resulting atmosphere would require knowledge of the

337

plasma flow through the near-surface O2 exosphere, which is work in progress. Ion-neutral scattering would produce a more

338

extended atmosphere, as suggested by the power law fit to the emission intensity in Fig. 8. For a radially dependent atmospheric

339

density, nO2 ∼ n0

340

exponent ∼ (a − 1). Assuming the auroral intensity is proportional to the LOS column, then based on our fit in Fig. 8, a ∼ 6. Such

341

an atmosphere is still steeply decaying but would have a somewhat larger escape rate than the Jeans rate, however not sufficient

342

to explain the large escape rates discussed above.

343

rE u  a
,
b

the near-surface LOS column above the terminator will also have a rough power law dependence with

4.4.2. Water-Driven Expansion

344

Water vapor is a significant component of Europa’s exosphere. Today, there are three possible production mechanisms: sput-

345

tering, sublimation, and endogenic activity (Roth et al. 2014 ; Sparks et al. 2016). We consider only the first two in this work in

346

the context of enhancing the oxygen exosphere as modeled in Figure 9. H2 O unlike O2 does not migrate, and thus possible O2 +

347

H2 O collisions are thought to occur at the region of ejection of H2 O. For sublimation this is generally the subsolar point, or noon,
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348

and for sputtering this is the anti-corotation direction, at the trailing hemisphere. In our simulations O2 is ejected following a MB

349

distribution whereas H2 O ejected by sputtering from the surface follows a f (E) =

350

(Shematovich et al. 2005). Consequently, H2 O sputtered from the surface is much more energetic than the O2 . When ejected,

351

H2 O might collide with the O2 exosphere and populate the corona. We wherefore simulate this interaction following an algo-

352

rithm described in Leblanc et al. (submitted). We simulate LOS column densities near NH2O ∼ 1014 H2 Ocm−2 at the surface, and

353

decreasing slowly to NH2O ∼ 1013 H2 Ocm−2 at 1.25 rEu . Using a collisional cross-section of σO2+H2O ∼ 2 · 10−15 cm2 , Figure 9

354

shows simulated LOS column densities for with and without collisions. One can see collisions are capable of extending the scale

355

height of the O2 exosphere. This radial extension is capable of expanding the exosphere to larger scale heights fit to observations,

356

beyond 1.4 Reu however there is not a large enough LOS O2 column, NO2  1013 O2 cm−2 , to reproduce the auroral intensities

357

suggesting an alternate transport mechanism.

2U
(E+U)3

distribution as was also described by

5. CONCLUSION/SUMMARY

358

359

Guided by recent EGM simulations of Europa’s neutral exosphere as well as the orbital observations carried out by R15

360

using HST, we find evidence of neutral O2 consistently accumulating at dusk over dawn by more than a factor of 1.5. The O2

361

column spreads over several hours Europa local time and peaks near dusk in the form of an atmospheric bulge of average size

362

hNiO2 ∼ 8 · 1013 O2 cm−2 throughout Europa’s orbit. This work describes how Europa’s exosphere might be built along its

363

trajectory around Jupiter and lead to a spatially non-uniform and temporally variable exosphere. Similar conclusions have been

364

reached for Ganymede’s O2 exosphere Leblanc et al. (submitted) and may have also been observed in Ganymede’s FUV oxygen

365

aurorae (McGrath et al. 2013).

366

In this initial work on Europa’s global exosphere we attempted to model Europa’s O2 with minimal assumptions and thus when

367

comparing with observations we outline a few principal issues on Europa.

368

(1) While the near-surface O2 can roughly reproduce the on-disk auroral intensities, and account for the global dusk over dawn

369

asymmetry, the oxygen corona is rapidly expanded by an unknown mechanism likely linked to the Jovian plasma and/or Europa’s

370

putative ionosphere.

371

(2) The behavior of thermally accommodated near-surface O2 under rotation and thermally-dependent sputtering implies a larger,

372

concentrated, O2 bulge during the leading hemisphere phases (0◦ → 180◦ ). This is likely due to the latitudinal centrifugal force

373

compressing previously sputtered ejecta accumulating from the trailing hemisphere phases (180◦ → 0◦ ).

374

(3) By simulating various heats of adsorptions for O2 , we confirm that the interaction between exospheric molecules with the

375

surface is critically important. That is, the porosity, composition, and thermal properties affect the exospheric behavior, quench-

376

ing the local O2 density with Europa local time.
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377

378

When the atmospheric medium is a near-vacuum (P0 ≤ 1nB), volatiles unambiguously originate from the surface. This

379

surface-exosphere coupling has also been evidenced on other planetary bodies. Lunar argon for instance, (also observed to have

380

dawn-dusk asymmetries), is adsorbed to the surface and released before sunrise, similar to Na at Mercury recently shown to

381

exhibit exospheric enhancements at the antisolar ’cold poles’ based on Messenger data (Cassidy et al. 2016). While we believe

382

the residence time of the O2 adsorption to Europa’s surface ice is minimal, in certain regions it can be preferentially adsorbed.

383

It is curious that we overestimate the dusk-over-dawn asymmetry by a factor of five when dusk, Europa local time, is closely

384

aligned with the sub-Jovian hemisphere (90◦ < φobs < 150◦ .). This appears to indicate a process regulating O2 movement, either

385

by surface ice adsorption (§4.2) or one or more of the exospheric loss processes discussed above (§4.4). In the Saturnian system,

386

polar adsorption coupled with diffusion was also recently shown to influence the seasonal O2 and CO2 exospheric bulges of Rhea

387

and Dione (Teolis & Waite 2016). Unlike the Saturnian system, where the Cassini-INMS directly detected O2 at Rhea (Teolis

388

et al. 2010), oxygen aurorae are the only data we have with current instrumentation to infer the presence and distribution of O2

389

exospheres in the Jovian system. Other tenuous species, such as Na & K have been probed by ground-based telescopes ( Brown

390

& Hill 1996 and Brown 2001 respectively). Simulating the behavior of these species could imply that there are further orbital

391

asymmetries which can help in assessing the possibility of potential endogenic sources (Leblanc et al. 2002). We will address

392

the role of the water products on Europa’s exosphere in a later work. Currently, based on our simulations, it would appear the

393

exosphere should be spatially, temporally, and compositionally variable.

394

In this work we have provided the first evidence that Europa, and perhaps more generally the Galilean satellites, hold dynamic

395

neutral environments evolving over an orbital period. The exospheric dynamics which generate the apparent O2 cycle evolving

396

under rotation, are not only of particular interest in the context of future spacecraft trajectories (e.g. NASA’s Europa Multiple

397

Flyby Mission (Clipper); ESA’s JUICE) but also in assessing the environments of the numerous tidally-locked exoplanets known

398

to have atmospheres.
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